Cecilie Gravesen
work

I - Imbued

Imbued
The ongoing project Imbued looks for potential spaces of resistance within material culture, through the gaze of
conservation.
I am guided by an interest in the thresholds where spirit is perceived to take residence in material form, and am
looking closely at ritual objects, and the way in which these are held in museums. When the metaphysical intent
of these objects meets with scientific concerns for conservation and heritage preservation, an almost tangible
material ‘energy’ arises, and I perceive this friction in itself to be my artistic material.

The Imbued has various output:
Film, sculpture, installation
and writing.
- See following pages
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At present, the meeting between seemingly opposite viewpoints is producing a paradigm-shift within museum culture, where the object’s original owners (museum ‘sourcecommunities) in some cases gain an own voice, turning the
tables of representation.
How do material objects change status through their various readings? I view the ‘spirited’ objects as imbedded
agents for change within our Western system of thought.
The image of Western museum-culture grappling with its
own ideological construction is a prism through which I
look at knowledge production, subjective memory and the
authority of storytelling

The work suggests that our negotiation with such ‘energies’ is indicative for wider perceptions within a society, in turn reflecting on how the legacy of colonialism
might present itself.

Image:
At an anthropological museum in south London,
a conservator carefully prepares herself to
examine a Chinese deity-figurine.
In the figurine’s wooden back is a small door,
through which the god-carver has invited a
spirit to take residence.
The conservator wants to open the small door,
to learn whether the figure houses any organic
material that could lead to deterioration.
From Singapore, a contemporary God-carver informs her that the door can only be opened by
the figurine’s owner and ‘godfather’.
The Chinese community in London is of a different opinion, and states that the spirit is
unlikely to be disturbed by the interference.
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Rehearsal
The Imbued

Duration: 3 minutes, HD video 16:9 and super 8., 2014
Filmed at The Odin Theatre, Holstebro Denmark with Iben Nagel Rasmussen

Produced with support from The Danish Arts Council
In-kind support from Odin Theatre/Eugenio Barba
Camera - Lasse Johansson
Production - Britt Hatzius

In Rehearsal, the actress Iben Nagel Rasmussen rehearses the lines for a
performance about her life, whilst ironing her yellow costume. The ironing is a ritual that she has gone through before every one of her performances for the past forty years. Iben’s spoken lines in English, Danish
and Italian conjure up images of past time visionaries and dreamers, rising against social injustice, and sleeping under railway bridges.
Rehearsal forms part of a longer film currently in development. Here, Iben
Nagel Rasmussen playfully considers the ‘ins’ and ‘outs’ of her various
shaman and trickster characters,and as such, the film is part of my ongoing
work about empowered objects and the people who care for them. Iben treats
her costumes and props with veneration - they are imbued with meaning and
energetic quality.
The various shamans or tricksters that Iben’s characters embody, traditionally function as mediators in society. A shaman could perhaps be
viewed as a ‘vessel’ in which a spirit might temporarily take residence.
Together with Iben, I wanted to consider this double-action from actor
to shaman to receptacle, dwelling on the intermediate where Iben stops
and the character begins. It is unusual to encounter a woman who explores
these figures, and the film can be seen as a dialogue with Iben, reflecting
her consequent life-project.
I am interested in getting closer to an understanding of how the divine
madwoman, madman or holy fool through history has acted as a moderator
between the inside and outside of establishment, nature and civilization - with their unusual behaviour propelling spiritual insight. Iben’s
characters at first appear as outsiders and they present a challenge to
prevailing values and norms – yet, in my perception they exist by virtue
of the society that they brush up against. The trickster sings of a nondual, transcendental wisdom that can be taken into the future, if our
ears are well attuned.
The Odin Theatre, an experimental theatre group instigated by Eugenio
Barba, has existed since the 1960’s. Their plays, as well as their research in theatre anthropology, and their ideas of interaction with communities through a form of “barters” still appear groundbreaking.
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View at: https://vimeo.com/ceciliegravesen
Quiver (for ordinary poison arrows)
The Imbued

Single screen, 16:9
High Definition video, 2013
Duration: 15:00, produced with support from The Danish Arts Council
Filmed at The Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford England

The film follows the conservation at the Pitt Rivers Museum in
Oxford, of a quiver for poison arrows from the Ainu people of
Japan. The quiver is wrapped in willow shavings, or ‘Inau’,
traditionally functioning as a catalyst between people and
God. According to Ainu understanding, God (‘Kamuy’) resides in
material forms temporarily, thus everything can be considered
a spirit materialised into the human world - and the spirit
would eventually be returned by consuming the materials in the
Ainu ‘sending back’ ritual. The film questions the contentious
history of human displays in colonial exhibitions, and seeks
to evoke a tactile memory of objects.

Camera - Lasse Johansson
Conservator - Misa Tamura
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View at: https://vimeo.com/ceciliegravesen
Between Humans and Other Things
The Imbued

Single screen, 16:9
High Definition video, SD video and 16mm transferred to HD, 2011
Duration: 13:50, produced with support from The Danish Arts Council

Purchased in 1892 by the 4th Earl of Onslow
from Ngati Hinemihi (the Te Arawa sub-tribe),
Hinemihi was shipped 12,000 miles form New Zealand
to Lord Onslow’s garden in England
As a Maori meeting house, hinemihi is considered
to be a living embodiment of an ancestor,
in Hinemihi’s case, a female Chieftan
In its ‘Statement of Significance’, Hinemihi’s owner,
the National Trust declares that:
“Because Hinemihi is a living being, she posesses
wairua, the spirit or essence of being of her creators”
(...) “these characteristics require interaction with
humans to maintain them or bring them to life”
The first sleepover inside HInemihi on English grounds
took place in August 2010 when Maori, conservators and
friends camped on Hinemihi’s floor
Appearances by
Maina Tapiata-Thompson (Ngati Hinemihi/Tuhourangi,
UK-based Maori and descendant to Hinemihi)
Dean Sully (Lecturer in Conservation, University College
London, and National Trust advisor for Archaeological Artifacts)

Camera - Cecilie Gravesen, Britt Hatzius and Lasse Johansson
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Sten Saks Papir
The Imbued

Single screen video, 3:50, 2011

Snapshots from ethnographic museums are added a new layer.
The objects are all vessels for spirits of various kinds.
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Casket

The Imbued
Single-screen video, SD 06:22, 2010

Filmed at Liverpool’s Metropolitan Cathedral during
the UK tour of the Relics of saint Therese of Lisieux.
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II - INSTALLATION

Fellowship Playboard
Installation: Single screen silent video (4:34 min), 2008;
found book framed with engraved plaques; various objects
(paper, metal, fabric); ‘Castello’ models in wood,
paper and tape; text stacked with leather gloves.
Owned by Rogaland Museum/Museum Stavanger.

The installation Fellowship Playboard explores the notion of ‘backstage’, prompted by the finding of a tattered Punch & Judy moveable book. Its pages have been
framed on the reverse side, letting the traces and marks reveal where the puppets
would have previously entered the painted stage at the front of the paper through
a thin slit.
The different sculptural objects speak about the animation of the dead puppet, and
the various attempts at capturing the Punch puppetry ‘professor’ behind the scene
stops short of the goal, instead resting between front and rear of the stage in
a suspended space of expectation.
Tracing definitions of the theatre stage, Fellowship Playboard questions how to
reach beyond such frame and into social life. In the installation, a text on the
emancipated 18th Century female puppeteer Charlotte Charke portrays her traversing of social and gender boundaries, and her use of the Punch figure to bypass
theatre censorship.
A silent video shows the hands of puppeteers in conversation between performances
of the Punch & Judy Fellowship Annual Convention, and the traditional, frail canvas tent of the Punch puppeteer allusively appears in the work as a distilled and
minimal backstage. Onto this tent, the device of the ‘playboard’ (a plain wooden
board attached to the tent-frame) is to this day used for constructing a defined
stage-edge.
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Video, single-screen, stills
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Framed pages from the Punch & Judy moveable book. Engraved
metal plaques with stage entries and exits.
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Playboards
In March 1738, the vocal and outspoken actress
Charlotte Charke opened her Punch and Judy theatre in the Old Tennis Court on St. James near the
Haymarket in London. The production was of Shakespeare’s Henry VIII, an unusual choice for the anarchic Mr. Punch who traditionally performed (and
still does) a set story of victorious clashes with his
family, the law and the devil. This choice was all
the more strange given the fact that Charke had recently been dismissed from the Drury Lane Theatre
for criticising its programming of pantomimes over
more serious plays. One can only assume that she
recognised the power of Punch and the fact that he
descends from a long bloodline of jesters, through
which society confronts its demons - laughing itself
back to health. The heads of Charlotte Charke’s puppets were modelled from important political figures
of the time, etchings of whom she had purchased for
a hefty amount considering her limited economy.
Charke’s autobiography does not elaborate much on
the period at the Old Tennis Court since her popular
theatre hardly survived a season.
To put this into context, a year earlier the Stage Licensing Act had been created to target playwrights
who were growing bitter towards Robert Walpole’s
government. The new law required that all scripts be
submitted to the government at least two weeks before their first performance, and that the Lord Chamberlain was entitled to prohibit the production of any
play ‘as often as he shall think fit’. Penalty for failure
to follow the law was closure of the theatre. However, since technically the Stage Licensing Act only
applied to human actors, Charke found her loophole
and announced that all the characters in Henry VIII
would be performed by Punch himself.
A recorded incident in May 1738 is curious: As
Charke’s theatre was closing, a ‘humble petition’ was
printed in The Gentleman’s Magazine, directed to
the Worshipful Licensers of the Stage and signed by
‘Punch, master of the Artificial Company of Comedians in the Hay-market’. In this, Punch satirically
identifies himself as a fervent Christian and obedient
citizen who never acts on Sundays, stating that the
petition is a response to a threat to turn his body “into
Tobacco-Stoppers” if he acts on Wednesdays and Fridays during Lent. He goes on to beg the Licensers to
consider his sound character and not to further limit
his performances. In doing so, Punch, the former inanimate leg of a wooden stool had been imbued with
a voice of his own, crossing the stage-edge or Playboard, into the social and political sphere.

Please handle

The Stage Licensing Act is alleged to be a response
to the plays and satires of Henry Fielding. Shortly before opening her puppet theatre, Charke had appeared
in Fielding’s play Pasquin at his Little Theatre in
Haymarket, and as such she was particularly susceptible. Pasquin is a structurally complex mock tragedy,
which performs a double-inversion of the dramatic
act, questioning and turning on their head established
relationships between audience and performer. The
play is set in the Little Theatre where it was in reality
being performed, and the actors play themselves in a
rehearsal, working at their roles in front of an interrupting on-stage audience of three authors and a critic. The then 24-year old Charlotte Charke performed
the role of Lord Place, a parody of her father, the actor Colley Cibber. Fielding satirised his old enemy for
his attachment to the Prime Minister, whom the play
directly attacked. By literally embodying her father,
Charke not only attacked the government, she also
made public the bitter private struggles of her own
family. Offstage, Charke embodied two personas;
Mrs. Charke, the female actress and puppeteer, and
Mr. Brown, at varying times a pastry cook, a farmer,
a grocery store holder, a pub owner and a strolling
player, crossing seemingly fluidly between them.
An apparently complex position to adopt even for a
skilled actress, it has been established that Charke’s
persona challenged the public and private division
fundamental to the ordering of male and female roles.
In publishing her autobiography and novels and writing for magazines, Mrs. Charke became a contentious
public figure with an audible voice. In her varying
appearances, she expressed her sense of self in relation to her occupational status, at the time a privilege
reserved for male members of society. In contrast,
Charlotte Charke’s private self remained largely silent
on her ‘natural propensity to a Hat and Wig’ and Mr.
Brown it seems was not met with much resistance.
Charke’s reflections paint the picture of someone who
acted and lived intuitively, through her embodiment
of roles that questioned the notion of an original,
stable identity. She was able to slip with ease between
performance and reality, and ultimately the different
nuances of her own identity. In her words, she was
able to become ‘entirely lost in a Forgetfulness of my
real Self’.
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Text, to take away
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Location Scouts
Installation: two single screen silent videos (2:35 + 9:30 min), 2009;
independent audio in speakers; Sculptural objects and tables;
text as publication and as audio in headphones
The installation Location Scouts departs from the story of two identical
Portuguese villages, for a short period
existing side by side.
In one village, the inhabitants await
future demolition, flooding and relocation to make way for Europes’ largest
artificial lake. Meanwhile, as a compensation, the other village is under construction nearby, and is designed as an
exact copy of the original in an attempt
to minimise social costs.
The work blends recordings from the
Portuguese village Aldeia da Luz with
fictional elements. While removing itself from any authentic place, the work
is pervaded by the sense of seing past
and present extended in a frozen frame,
and through mixing the different temporalities, a ‘third’ village is conjured
up, existing as a mere supposition.
Location Scouts was inspired by a research residency in Aldeia da Luz, Portugal, with visual artist Julie Lundsteen Boserup, an award granted by the
Joan Souter Robertson Trust.

Image from New Seams, solo exhibition at Gallery opdahl, Stavanger 2009
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The dual-screen video showns, on one hand, a silent recording of the local brass band parading through the
desolate streets of the original Aldeia da Luz. The other image shows the construction site of the new village
where the half-finished houses lay in twilight, reducing
the image to an icon of human settlement, a diagram of a
place in-between states.
The distant sound of someone sweeping pervades the installation. In the original village of Aldeia da Luz,
many inhabitants insisted on sweeping their houses before demolition, as a way of paying their last respect.
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The sculptural objects take
their inspiration from artifacts at the Museum of Memory
in the new village Aldeia da
Luz. Arranged in the seemingly
arbitrary order of a fresh archaeological excavation where
an overarching system has not
yet been comprehended.
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Day 19, July 11th
It has come to my attention that some villagers have set up
a car-boot sale down the road, ridding themselves of unwanted
objects prior to the move. I manage to secure a few items:
Inventory of unwanted objects, incomplete list
Chessman (wood, moulded)
Decorative dishes (2, w. arial photographs)
Salt dispenser (ceramic, brown)
Wood plane (inscribed w. initials)
Marking gauge (wood)
Washing machine lid (perspex)
Inventory of unwanted smells, incomplete list
Umbrella Pine [Pinus Pinea] Pinaceae
Outside Old Luz [K2-440] is a hilltop with one single
Pinus Pinea (The specimen under which I currently camp)
Once flooded, the only visible trace of Old Luz [K2-440]
will be the Pinus Pinea, on what will be an island.

Day 20, July 12th
Reading Report of the World Commission on Dams.
Having surveyed 125 sites over 7624 pages,
their conclusion is as follows:
“Large dams designed to deliver irrigation have typically
fallen short of physical targets, did not recover their costs
and have been less profitable in economic terms than expected”.
New Luz [K2-880] is flatter than the original.
Not sure I can quite comprehend to what extent this
embryonic place formed in concrete has merged
with its predecessor; whether they share the same past,
and whether it has been solidified?

Day 8, June 30th
10:30pm, arrival alone by foot to Old Luz [K2-440]. Dusty, dry, hot.
With no interpreter, decent dinner hard to track down.
Set up tent on hill outside village, under lone pine tree for shade.
Snack on dry bread in which ants show overwhelming interest.
The villagers, on the contrary, seem unimpressed by my presence.
Too exhausted for further logging.
-J.T.

[Concrete] formed by cohesion.
Past participle of Concrescere, grow together.
-A.K.

[Pining] to long for the return of someone,
or to suffer mental decline.
-J.T.

Shaped as a logbook of two location scouts on the search for a place between ruin and building site, the text exists as a publication (excerpt
above) as well as a narrative in headphones, and reflects on the social sacrifices and denotes a utopian desire to comprehend every corner of a place.
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Because at this moment I’m shifted into
the position of being the subject of your making
16mm film with binaural soundtrack, 02:55
Commissioned for Unrealised Projects, Milton keynes Gallery 2011

Stills from the film
Recorded at optician Charles Frydman’s family practice in Hackney, London
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Tarot of MAN

Collaboration with Fritz Stolberg
Photographic C-type print, 2008
Audio installation in telephone receivers, shelf
Commissioned by Museum MAN, held in the museum collection

The installation documents a Tarot reading between filmmaker/Tarot master
Alejandro Jodorowsky and artist/curator Adam Nankervis. Commissioned to
produce a work for Nankervis’ traveling Museum ‘MAN’, Gravesen and Stolberg
invited Nankervis to have his cards read by the sought-after Tarot master, conducted as a public event via telephone at Nankervis’ exhibition in
Chile. From Jodorowsky’s flat in Paris, Stolberg and Gravesen recorded how
Nankervis questioned the Tarot about the destiny of Museum MAN. Jodorowsky
and Nankervis had not previously met, yet for the following ten minutes
found themselves in an intimate conversation about artistic narcissism set
against engaged and radically generous art practices, and the work stands
as a testimony to the Tarot as a profound language communicating across
borders.
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III - SCULPTURE

“Thy” Community Hall

The Imbued

Cork sheets, copper, accetate, photograph, collage, 2010,
125 x 70 cm
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For The Taonga

The Imbued

Display table, bubble wrap, newspaper print, sandpaper, card, 2010
146 x 46 x 76 cm
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“Thy” Community Marae

The Imbued

Prints, 2010
84 x 119 cm
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Friganza Graces
The Imbued

Clay, fabric, plastic, photographs, tape, 2010
Each sculpture 9 x 11 x 12 cm
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Kathoey

The Imbued

Wood,foam, news print, tape, clay, perspex, 2010
21 x 20 x 16 cm
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Ethel

The Imbued
Steel, photographs, card, 2010
113 x 184 cm
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IV - WORKS ON PAPER

Untitled, Buckie, collage on board, 63 x 63 cm, framed, 2010
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Untitled, Bernard, collage on board, 89 x 89 cm, framed, 2010
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Untitled, collage on billboard, 38.5 x 51 cm, 2008
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Untitled, collage on paper, 59 x 42 cm, 2010
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Untitled, collage on paper, 59 x 42 cm, 2010
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Untitled, collage on paper, 59 x 42 cm, 2010
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Untitled, collage on paper, 59 x 42 cm, 2010
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Untitled, collage on paper, 59 x 42 cm, 2010
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Untitled, collage on paper, 15 x 10 cm, 2010
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Untitled, 2 collages on paper, 15 x 10 cm, 2010
Cecilie Gravesen, works on paper

